GLOBAL INNOVATION
Citation laureates receive Nobel prizes:Citation analysis correctly
predicted this year's Nobel Prize winners in Chemistry, Economics and
Physiology or Medicine.
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INFORMATION PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Conference proceedings and their impact on global research:
Conferences and other scientific gatherings add an important
perspective to the overall research picture.
Taking the guesswork out of business intelligence: How Oxford
University Press constructed a more accurate picture of their current
subscribers, and non-subscribers.
Globally speaking - taking scientific information to a worldwide
audience: Enhancing accessibility to scientific information through
regional content and local-language user interfaces.

Intelligent information is
helping scientists tackle the
challenges of today's world.
Where does your
inspiration come from?
NO TIME TO BROWSE?

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Global patent warming: tackling the surge in global patent applications:
Increasing globalization and social, political and technological changes
have created a surge in applications filed worldwide.
One in a million - China provides the millionth DWPI record for 2008:
More evidence of the explosion in patent information.
Three ways to maintain your IP intelligence in lean times: IP
Intelligence can be a powerful competitive edge in times of tightened
budgets and economic downturn.
Taking the poison pill?: Thinking of investing in Japan? As the
tendency for mergers and acquisitions accelerates, some Japanese
companies are adopting poison pill takeover defense strategies.
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TOP LINKS FROM OUR
OCTOBER NEWSLETTER
New software provides
bibliometric analysis and
visualization
Citation mapping: the one
picture that says it all
Managing external patent
agencies

Memories of a 1963 Derwent subscriber meeting: Can you spot anyone
you know in this photograph showing an early gathering of subscribers
to our pharmaceutical patents service?
Enabling IP research and analysis in Japanese: A new localized
version of Thomson Innovation enables Japanese-speaking
professionals to accelerate their IP research.
Faster enterprise access to industry codes and standards With
TechStreet Building Blocks.
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PHARMACEUTICAL KNOWLEDGE
How do you identify key opinion leaders to support your business
strategy?: A new white paper proposes a solution for optimal KOL
identification and selection.
Biomarkers - an indispensable addition to the drug development
toolkit: new white paper explores the role of biomarkers as evaluative
tools in improving clinical research.
A window into the latest pharmaceutical research: our new Pharma
Knowledge Hub is an essential online repository of industry facts,
trends and analysis.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
India's New Millennium in Science: India's output of scientific papers,
and the citation impact of the nation's published research, is rising.
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Energy Gauge: Who Exactly Is In Power?: Science Watch has
revealed the most cited journals, authors and institutions in energy and
fuels.
Australian universities ranked among the top 50 most cited research
global institutions: For 2003 to 2007, Australian Universities ranked
within the world's Top 50 most cited research institutions in four
categories.
Turkey's fast-growing influence on global research: Clinical medicine,
plant and animal science, engineering and physics are just some of
the fields where Turkey exhibits a significant contribution to global
research.
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